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WELCOME

OVERVIEW
“A picture is worth a thousand words”. “Seeing is
believing”. These are age old adages that hold good
even after years and will continue to do so till the
end of time. However, to understand and
appreciate the ‘picture’ or to believe what you
‘see’, you must see! In short, unless one ‘sees’ what
the cameras ‘saw’ as a standard operating
procedure, one will continue to remain in an
‘assuming’ mode instead of in an ‘assured’ mode.
Think of a film which only shows the mystery and

ends there! To understand and appreciate the
perspective, one must see the entire film. This then,
as explained in detail ahead is the essence of COMSUR that encourages the ‘auditing’ of the entire
days’ CCTV video footage daily as opposed to
looking at the footage when something goes wrong,
or when alerts (think of the pain of false positives)
are raised by VA and AI systems.
Despite trillions of hours of surveillance video that
is recorded daily; crime, fraud, losses, process
violations, health and safety issues, poor efficiency,
wastage, traffic violations, etc., continue to occur;
clearly indicating that CCTV still remains as fit and
forget!
Globally, the video surveillance industry missed out
on addressing three key issues, which we have
plugged very elegantly with COM-SUR, the world’s
only CCTV video footage auditing, smart backup,
and standardized intelligent incident reporting
software, the missing piece of CCTV, a complete
‘workflow’.
Just like Google was the missing piece of the
internet, COM-SUR is the missing piece of CCTV.
While COM-SUR helps every user of CCTV to
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achieve optimal outcomes; for the police, law
enforcement agencies, and defense forces, it is an
exceptional investigative tool to efficiently work
with videos, photos, and images. COM-SUR works
with existing cameras and VMS, agnostic of
type/brand. Its use cases range from an airport to a
zoo (A to Z). Find more use cases here:
https://www.comsur.biz/usecases.html
HOMELAND SECURITY
Homeland security (often referred to as Internal
security) generally refers to the measures taken by
the government of a country to protect it from
various threats such as terrorism, internal security
issues, and other issues that endanger the security
and well-being of its citizens.
The term ‘homeland security’ was coined after the
US government enacted the Homeland Security Act
of 2002 and re-organized several government civil
agencies to form the US Department of Homeland
Security in the aftermath of the September 11
attacks.
According to the US Department of Homeland
security, the following comes under the scope of
homeland security:
1. Emergency preparedness and response (for
terrorism and natural disasters), which includes
volunteer medical, police, emergency management,
and fire personnel.
2. Both domestic and international intelligence
activities.
3. Protection of critical infrastructure which
includes both physical/perimeter and cyber
protection.
4. Border control, which includes land, maritime
and country borders and entails facilitating the flow

of legitimate trade and traveling, while ensuring
legitimate immigration.
5. Security in transportation and logistics, which
includes aviation, maritime, and land
transportation.
6. Protective measures against bioterrorism.
7. Detection of radioactive and radiological
materials.
8. Research and development of next-generation
security technologies.
9. Investigation of Transnational Criminal
Organizations (TCOs) that are involved in human
and drug trafficking, contraband, money
laundering, extortion, and so on.
10. Investigation of child abuse (especially through
online platforms).
According to this report
(https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/homeland
-security-market), the homeland security market is
expected to grow at a significant pace across the
world owing to the rising cases of terrorist attacks,
cross border disputes, illegal immigration,
smuggling, human trafficking, and the occurrence
of numerous natural disasters, among others.
Several companies are investing heavily in the
production of innovative products and services in
order to tackle and defend the adverse situations in
nations across the globe. The global homeland
security market valued $514.38 billion in 2020 and
is projected to reach $801.01 billion in 2028,
registering a CAGR of 5.7%.
SOME CHALLENGES
Governments across the world have to deal with
various kinds of threats to homeland security such
as terrorism, infiltration, biological warfare, the
illegal movement of weapons, drugs, contraband,
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and people, threats to public safety and to sensitive
locations such as places of worship, schools and
other educational institutions, healthcare facilities,
banks, public facilities, transport facilities, critical
infrastructure such as government facilities, power
and nuclear plants, and so on.
Part of the solution therefore is for stakeholders to
take all possible measures themselves to enhance
their own safety, keeping costs and complexities of
technology in mind.
When it comes to serious incidents like terror
attacks, it is imperative to understand that every
attack cycle usually follows the same general steps.
All perpetrators, whether they are stalkers, thieves,
lone wolves, or terrorists, carry out pre-operational
surveillance (recces) of the target area.
Again, it is quite clear that irrespective of the
physical security measures that may be deployed at
a place, they are far less likely to be effective if a
potential perpetrator feels 'free' to carry out recces
with ease and is able to observe and map the
on-site physical security measures. The more at
ease perpetrators feel as they set about studying
the physical security systems and procedures, the
odds of defeating or bypassing these systems
become even higher.
It has been concurred by security experts that
pre-operational surveillance is the phase when
someone with ulterior motives is most likely to be
detected, thereby preventing an incident.
COVID-19 PANDEMIC
The global pandemic in 2020 impacted the various
homeland security initiatives of governments
worldwide. In fact, the pandemic introduced
several strategic challenges with respect to the
political, military, economic, social, infrastructure,

information, and intelligence domains for
governments. Due to the pandemic, every country
across the world had to divert its attention from
carrying out operations such as counter-terrorism
and other security operations, to address the public
health crisis. Further, lockdowns and other
restrictive measures enforced by governments
worldwide resulted in a shortage of critical
components /materials needed for the
manufacturing and assembly of equipment used for
homeland security initiatives such as C4ISR systems
(Command, Control, Communications, Computers
(C4) Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance
(ISR)), facial recognition cameras, thermal imaging
technology, emergency management, electrooptical/infrared (EO/IR), acoustic sensors,
embedded navigation, positioning sensors, and so
on.
Authorities/industry bodies have issued several
advisories on how every citizen and organization
should adhere to standard guidelines like physical
distancing, sanitization, encouraging the use of
masks etc. in order to prevent the spread of the
virus.
While various bodies have issued guidelines with
respect to maintaining hygiene, cleaning and
sanitation, social distancing, etc., the million-dollar
question is, "how will one be sure that guidelines
are being followed all the time?"
While AI solutions can help to an extent,
COVID-19 compliances go way beyond masks and
social distancing. One of the solutions to ensure
compliance in every area (for which AI/VA cannot
be programmed or become unaffordable), is for
users to audit their CCTV footage as a standard
operating procedure. Auditing the footage will help
them to discover non-compliance, as well as several
unknown, hidden, and unexpected issues; thereby
allowing for quicker corrective and preventive
action.
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HOW COMMUNITY POLICING HELPS TO ENHANCE
HOMELAND SECURITY




Community policing is a philosophy adopted by
policing and other law enforcement agencies across
the world, wherein police/law enforcement agency
officers proactively engage with the local residents
of a particular area in order to look out for
suspicious activities that could lead to potential
crimes and thereby prevent the same, as opposed
to responding to criminal incidents after they have
occurred.




Community policing effectively complements
homeland security initiatives. Besides preventing
crimes, community policing can greatly help the
police/law enforcement agencies in intelligence
gathering from the community members, which can
prove to be vital in preventing terrorist activities as
well as other threats to homeland security.
It is well-known that several businesses and
residential complexes have installed CCTV cameras
in their respective properties, either of their own
accord or due to government mandates.
Thus, considering the fact that a town, city or
county can potentially have millions of such private
CCTV cameras, this presents a humungous
opportunity for police and other law enforcement
agencies to engage with private entities to get
access to their live CCTV video feed and/or
recorded video for monitoring vulnerable areas as
well as facilitating intelligence gathering and
investigations. As a matter of fact, the police and
other law enforcement agencies across the world
have launched several such community policing
initiatives.
USE OF VIDEO SURVEILLANCE TO ENHANCE
HOMELAND SECURITY



Ports of entry (airports and seaports)
Critical infrastructure (government facilities,
power and nuclear plants etc.)
Public facilities
Sensitive locations such as places of worship,
schools and other educational institutions,
healthcare facilities, banks etc.
Businesses such as retail outlets, hotels,
chemical and pharma companies,
manufacturing facilities, and so on.

For each of the above facilities, the CCTV cameras
are generally monitored live from a dedicated
control room with operators. However, live
monitoring comes with its own set of challenges of
video blindness, poor attention span, boredom,
operator bias, false alerts, and so on.
Further, each of the above facilities generally need
to review and analyse recorded CCTV video footage
from time to time for investigating incidents and/or
accidents, and other issues in order to corroborate
evidence.
To monitor border areas, remote/inaccessible
locations where installing CCTV cameras is not
feasible, as well as rallies/gatherings, drones are
being used.
Moreover, these cameras continuously capture
and record humungous amounts of video data.
It therefore becomes a daunting task for the
operators to review and analyze this data whenever
the need arises.
Thus, it may be noted that benefits from video
surveillance systems can accrue only when they are
used optimally, suggestions for which are
enumerated further on, in this document.
ANALYZING VIDEO/IMAGES

Governments enforce the use of video surveillance
to monitor the following:


Borders (land and maritime borders)

It goes without saying that in order to analyze video
and/or images, users need to take the assistance of
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a ‘media’ player. While there are many popular
media players, none of them come with the
features that are offered by COM-SUR’s ‘results
dialog box’, which we like to refer to as a ‘smart’
media player. While there are some specialised
artificial intelligence/machine learning software
that automate specific requirements, or specialised
drone viewing software, they do not offer holistic
features that COM-SUR does, in terms of making it
easy, efficient, and standardized for stakeholders to
(1) Analyze the footage minutely (2) Reduce data
size and create institutional libraries of important
findings (3) Report efficiently in popular formats like
PowerPoint, Word, PDF, and Excel.
COM-SUR’S ‘SMART’ MEDIA PLAYER
COM-SUR captures images from live or recorded
video feed at intervals as desired by the user.
Images captured by COM-SUR are presented in its
‘results dialog box’, or what we like to refer to as
COM-SUR's 'smart’ media player. This dialog box
offers exceptional ease of working with the images,
including offering forensic filters and false colors (a
forensic expert can choose a color of his/her choice
from a false color wheel). These assist the user in
easier isolation and discovery. Features like
flagging, tagging, creating a case folder, one-click
convert to PowerPoint, ease of sharing etc. make
the process easy and complete the logical next
steps. It would not be out of place to mention here
that the tagging feature creates an exceptional
institutional library/memory that can be referred to
after years, at the click of a button. Here are two
screenshots of COM-SUR’s ‘smart’ media player:

COM-SUR’S FORENSIC FILTERS
MAKE VIDEO CONTENT ANALYSIS VERY EFFECTIVE

HOW COM-SUR COMPLEMENTS (IMINT) IMAGERY
INTELLIGENCE INITIATIVES
If you would like to read more about this, click the
link below:
http://comsur.biz/How_COMSUR_complements_IMINT_(Imagery_Intelligence)_i
nitiatives_-_Template_no._5.32.pdf
COMPLIANCE - GENERAL
Conformity or compliance in any organization
means adherence to laws and/or rules and
regulations, various standards, as well as data
storage and security requirements as laid down by
government bodies, governing bodies of the
respective industry, or the management of the
organization. When an organization complies with
the requirements mandated by government and/or
governing bodies, then it is termed as ‘regulatory
compliance’ which enables the organization to run
in a legal and safe manner.
Every organization needs to adhere to the
respective compliance requirements as per its
respective industry vertical. For example, a pharma
company must adhere to strict compliance rules
related to drug manufacturing and packaging, while
an oil and gas company must adhere to strict
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compliance rules related to workplace health and
safety issues.
Non-compliance can result in huge penalties, legal
liabilities as well, and in some cases, ceasing of
operations.
COMPLIANCE - AUDITS
In order to avoid the potential consequences of
non-compliance, several organizations carry out
compliance audits on a regular basis. Basically,
a compliance audit examines how well an
organization adheres to compliance requirements.
Further, in case of some verticals, since rules,
regulations and guidelines keep changing and
evolving, regular compliance audits help the
organization to stay in track with the same.
Several organizations use video surveillance to
monitor compliance issues. Video surveillance
allows an organization to monitor its staff and
operations on a daily basis to check whether all the
requisite compliance requirements are being
adhered to.
Generally, organizations monitor CCTV cameras live,
from a dedicated control room manned by CCTV
operators. However, live monitoring comes with its
own set of challenges of video blindness, poor
attention span, boredom, operator bias, false alerts,
and so on. Also, some organizations employ
technologies such as artificial intelligence and
machine learning to monitor compliance issues.
Besides the fact that such technologies come with
lots of baggage, they are able to detect only those
issues that they have been programmed for. What
about the rest? Again, since many organizations
could witness a flurry of activities and footfalls
throughout the day, experts have concurred that
the AI/ML algorithm may deliver several false
positives, thereby increasing the burden of the
operators.

Furthermore, organizations need to audit recorded
CCTV video footage from time to time for
investigating as well as preventing compliance
issues. Some organizations like banks need to store
the CCTV video footage for a long duration of time
as per requirements laid down by law.
Auditing CCTV on a daily basis provides rich
actionable insights on the level of compliance
within the organization, based on which quicker
corrective and preventive measures can be
undertaken.
AUTOMATED SOFTWARE – WHY THEY WILL NOT
WORK IN ISOLATION
In the wake of the Christchurch shooting incident,
several high-profile places of worship considered
deploying gun detection technology.
This technology scans the live video feed of CCTV
cameras and detects whether someone has ‘pulled’
out a gun, and if so, it raises an alert. Gun detection
and other such technologies may sound hi-tech and
fancy, but what if the perpetrator does not expose
the gun at all, i.e., what if he/she shoots from within
a long coat, or uses a weapon that the technology
cannot recognize? And even if everything works,
with the quickest of alerts, the perpetrator will still
be able to create the intended damage, since it
takes only a few seconds to fire a weapon.
Several organizations have also begun to employ
automated systems like video analytics which
detect motion, object and perimeter detection, face
recognition, artificial intelligence, machine learning
and so on. However, experts have expressed
concerns about the efficacies of these systems since
any automated system can detect only what it has
been programmed for. What about the rest? Also,
the permutation combinations of exceptions can be
so vast and varied that it is both highly improbable
and impossible to automate every kind of
exception, including the unexpected ones.
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Further, these automated systems tend to trigger
false alarms thereby increasing the burden of
operators. Moreover, several organizations witness
a flurry of activities throughout the day. In this
scenario, experts have stated that it would be next
to impossible for an AI algorithm to determine what
is an intrusion, as opposed to a nuisance alarm or a
non-alarm.
Moreover, technologies like face recognition raise
many ethical and privacy concerns. As a matter of
fact, there have been several cases of facial
recognition systems failing to deliver the required
results. Notable among these cases is a 2019 study
by the US National Institute of Standards and
Technology which found that facial recognition
systems can produce wildly 'inaccurate results',
especially for Asian and African Americans.
Further, several tools/techniques are now being
invented to demonstrate how to bypass/defeat
facial recognition systems.
Thus, in conclusion, while there is no doubt that
automated technologies will continue to grow and
mature in the future, due thought must be given to
the fact that the human angle can never be taken
away. Even to verify whether the alerts raised by
such technologies are genuine or false, human
intervention will still be needed. In fact, industry
majors like IBM have concurred that when AI works
in tandem with HI (Human Intelligence), what you
get is Augmented Intelligence.
SOME NOTABLE ADVISORIES/GUIDELINES/
RESEARCH FINDINGS
“If You See Something, Say Something” – campaign
launched by the US Department of Homeland
Security in conjunction with U.S. Department of
Justice's Nationwide Suspicious Activity Reporting
(SAR) Initiative (NSI) (2010)
"If You See Something, Say Something" is a US
nationwide campaign that raises public awareness

of the indicators of terrorism and terrorism-related
crime, as well as the importance of reporting
suspicious activity to state and local law
enforcement.
As part of this campaign, the following guidelines
have been issued for the public on how to recognize
the signs of terrorism-related suspicious activity
(see link at the end of these observations):
Expressed or implied threat - Threatening to
commit a crime that could harm or kill people or
damage a facility, infrastructure, or secured site.
Surveillance - A prolonged interest in or taking
pictures/videos of personnel, facilities, security
features, or infrastructure in an unusual or covert
manner.
Theft/loss/diversion - Stealing or diverting items—
such as equipment, uniforms, or badges—that
belong to a facility or secured site.
Testing or probing of security - Investigating or
testing a facility’s security or IT systems to assess
the strength or weakness of the target.
Aviation activity - Operating or interfering with the
operation of an aircraft that poses a threat of harm
to people and property.
Breach/attempted intrusion - Unauthorized people
trying to enter a restricted area or impersonating
authorized personnel.
Acquisition of expertise - Gaining skills or
knowledge on a specific topic, such as facility
security, military tactics, or flying an aircraft.
Eliciting information - Questioning personnel
beyond mere curiosity about an event, facility, or
operations.
Misrepresentation - Presenting false information or
misusing documents to conceal possible illegal
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activity.
Cyberattack - Disrupting or compromising an
organization’s information technology systems.
Recruiting/financing - Funding suspicious or criminal
activity or recruiting people to participate in
criminal or terrorist activity.
Sabotage/tampering/vandalism - Damaging or
destroying part of a facility, infrastructure, or
secured site.
Materials acquisition/storage - Acquisition and/or
storage of unusual materials such as cell phones,
radio controllers, or toxic materials.
Weapons collection/storage - Collection or
discovery of unusual amounts of weapons including
explosives, chemicals, or other destructive
materials.
Sector-specific incident - Actions which raise
concern to specific sectors, (e.g., power plant) with
regard to their personnel, facilities, systems, or
functions.
https://www.dhs.gov/see-something-saysomething/recognize-the-signs
Using Public Surveillance Systems for Crime Control
and Prevention - A Practical Guide for Law
Enforcement and their Municipal Partners –
Community Oriented Policing Services (US
Department of Justice) and Urban Institute, US
(September 2011)
Here are some relevant excerpts from the above
(see link at the end of these observations):
“…While many believe that the adoption of
community policing has led to more efficient and
effective policing strategies, law enforcement
agencies continue to grapple with limited resources

and are therefore interested in employing new,
cost-effective tools that can enhance their
community policing efforts…”
“…Community policing, which embodies a
combination of proactive crime prevention and
community engagement with more traditional
policing functions, may benefit from this technology
because public surveillance can enhance problem
solving strategies, aid in arrests and investigations,
and ultimately increase offenders’ perceptions that
they will be both caught and prosecuted…”
“…While cameras hold promise as an effective
crime prevention tool, however, it is important to
note that their impact is not a given and varies
considerably based on where cameras are located
and the degree to which they are monitored and
integrated into other law enforcement activities…”
“…The realities of camera footage contrast sharply
with how this technology is portrayed in the
popular media. Due to the prevalence of crime and
forensics related television shows, practitioners
must contend with the unrealistically high
expectations jurors and attorneys may have of
surveillance systems and other technology. To
combat these expectations, practitioners should be
educated in how to use and present footage
effectively. While the cameras may not capture the
incident in full or fine detail, useful information can
still be gleaned from the surrounding circumstances
and individuals that are captured on camera.
That said, cameras should be viewed as a
supplement to an investigation rather than as a
replacement for other investigative tools…”
“…LESSON 9. - USE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS TO
COMPLEMENT, BUT NOT REPLACE, ROUTINE
POLICING, INVESTIGATIONS, AND LEGAL PRACTICES:
Public surveillance systems are useful “eyes on the
street,” but they cannot replace patrol officers or
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investigators. As with other technologies, camera
systems are best viewed as tools to support and
enhance traditional policing. Cameras typically
produce color images, when there is sufficient
lighting, and black and white images at night
without audio and often with varying image quality.
Alone, these images may mean little. In the hands
of trained officers and investigators, however, these
images can provide information on people,
circumstances, and incidents leading to arrests and
prosecutions.
Video offers both officers and investigators the
unique ability to see incidents, circumstances, and
people of interest with their own eyes. Investigators
can use footage to assist them in interviewing
witnesses and corroborating stories. Patrol officers,
familiar with individuals residing in neighborhoods,
may be especially helpful in identifying witnesses,
suspects, or victims. The cameras allow police
officers to identify the people that were present at
the scene of the crime and then use their personal
ties with the neighborhood to gain cooperation of
those eyewitnesses…”
”…Community education about camera use and
efficacy can also raise awareness of the potential
public safety benefits of cameras. Such education
can take the form of media awareness campaigns,
open hearings, and sending representatives such as
uniformed officers to discuss cameras at
neighborhood meetings. Signage can also play a
role in informing the community of the presence
and purpose of cameras in their neighborhoods….”
“…the National Institute of Science and Technology
has been conducting yearly evaluations of
algorithms and systems working on face recognition
technology as well as iris scanning and recognition
to assess the current state of the science in this
area. As of 2006, facial recognition systems
outperformed humans conducting the evaluation
manually under a variety of illumination settings
and facial positions, given an error rate of 0.05.22.

Currently, however, facial recognition could only be
instituted if all images were taken in a controlled
setting, with ideal lighting and a full facial image of
the subject. This limitation, combined with the
challenges of developing a robust database of facial
images of known suspects, may render the
technology inappropriate for adoption at this
time…”
”…There are countless hours of activity that go
unmonitored, and in passive monitoring
jurisdictions, even more footage goes unwatched.
Unless there is a crime reported in the area, it is
unlikely that anyone would spend precious
resources reviewing this footage…”
”…A wide array of current and emerging
technologies are available to agencies interested
in enhancing the capabilities of their public
surveillance systems. While many of these tools can
be used in a stand-alone fashion, it appears evident
that packaging them into one unit can yield benefits
beyond increasing the efficiency of any one
product. The promise of such integrated technology
may benefit jurisdictions interested primarily in one
component but attracted by the benefits of
complementary technologies as well. Additional
efforts to research and develop these systems have
the potential to add vastly to the crime control and
prevention measures already at the disposal of law
enforcement…”
“…In the case of a crime in progress, a camera on
passive monitoring could conceivably miss critical
elements of the event simply because it was
panning in a different direction from where the
activity was taking place, rendering the camera
footage of little or no use to investigators…”
“…Retired and light-duty officers are people most
commonly employed as monitors. Several police
departments believe the patrol experience
translates into being a more effective camera
monitor; patrol experience enables monitors to
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anticipate and detect crime events based on firsthand knowledge of situations and contexts that are
conducive to crime…”
“…Typically, city stakeholders who decide to
implement a surveillance system envision that the
cameras will not only solve crimes, but will prevent
them as well. If the objective of a criminal is to
commit a crime without being caught, police
cameras potentially monitoring and recording
criminal activity should theoretically deter the
criminals from offending. This theory is valid,
however, only to the extent that cameras are used
to catch perpetrators in the act or shortly
thereafter. Without the ability to monitor cameras
in real-time, the cameras may become nothing
more than an idle threat, losing their power with
every crime committed in front of them without a
prompt police response…”

stage. While cases are rarely solved solely by video
evidence, investigators have found it an immensely
useful and powerful tool when used in conjunction
with other investigatory processes…”
“…The locations of existing cameras in a city can be
invaluable because investigators must often request
video footage quickly after receiving the facts of the
case. Camera hard drives typically have enough
memory to record on a continuous loop for 24 to 72
hours—depending on the model of the camera and
size of the hard drive—before overwriting the
previously-recorded footage. Thus, an investigator
may lose critical investigative information if he or
she is not able to act quickly…”

“…HOW IS VIDEO FOOTAGE USED IN
INVESTIGATIONS:

“…While investigators are always hopeful that a
camera recorded the crime of interest in its entirety
with perfect clarity, useful information can often be
obtained from surveillance footage even when the
recording captured only parts of the event or the
resolution is poor…”

Surveillance cameras can be useful in viewing
crimes in progress, allowing monitors to dispatch
officers to the scene of the event, and even holding
potential for preventing a crime before it occurs.
Yet cameras also have a purpose after a crime has
occurred: aiding investigators in solving the case.
Understanding the sequence of events that
transpired when a crime occurred can be critical
information for an investigator trying to locate
evidence or develop a list of potential witnesses
and suspects. Camera footage has the ability to
assist this investigative process. Even if a camera
does not capture an incident in its entirety,
historical camera footage can still provide leads as
to who witnessed the crime, how the series of
events came about, and where evidence that may
have been missed during the initial evidence
collection process might be located. Video retrieval
involves the extraction and review of footage while
paying careful attention to chain-of-custody
procedures, which are critical to the prosecutorial

“…Even with seemingly incomplete video
recordings, investigators can piece together
information to identify the perpetrators, victims,
and witnesses to a crime. This has been particularly
useful for investigators combating a culture of ‘no
snitching (stealing)’. Armed with proof that a
particular person was in fact present at a crime
scene, investigators have found it easier to
persuade a witness to speak with them. In addition,
cameras enable investigators to recreate the
sequence of events leading to, during, and following
the incident. In some cases, camera footage has
revealed that an individual who appears to be the
obvious victim was actually the aggressor.
Recorded video has also been useful in identifying
evidence that might not otherwise have been
recovered through traditional investigations, such
as license plate numbers of vehicles used by
individuals at the scene of the crime or the location
of weapons discarded by perpetrators after
commission of the crime…”
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“…investigators have also reported success in using
private business camera footage to solve crimes…”
“…The advantages of video evidence, however, are
not without their complications. Investigators have
found that cameras that could have recorded useful
information for a case failed to capture critical
images due to the fact that their hard drives had
already overwritten the footage from that incident.
It is not uncommon for a detective to find, after
successfully obtaining the video, that the camera
was not pointed in the right direction to capture
pertinent details for the case, or that the footage it
did record was too blurry to be useful to the
investigation. Detectives caution against expecting
too much from the technology due to these limits
on its capabilities. Investigators also make a strong
argument for active monitoring, as a camera is
more likely to capture key events in a crime when
operated by a person rather than a
pre-programmed touring pattern. They also note
that integrating other technology may further assist
investigations. In fact, conventional wisdom
suggests that any video footage recorded of a crime
in progress should be retained regardless of image
value. Regardless of their past experiences with the
technology, detectives who have incorporated
cameras into their standard investigative
procedures stress that while video footage has the
potential to substantially contribute to an
investigation it is not a tool that replaces other
practices. Rather, it must be an integrated
component along with other investigatory
processes that are all necessary to successfully
solve a case…”
“…The community policing philosophy promotes
organizational strategies that support the
systematic use of partnerships and problem-solving
techniques to proactively address the immediate
conditions that give rise to public safety issues such
as crime, social disorder, and fear of crime. In its
simplest form, community policing is about building
relationships and solving problems…”

“…Finally, in as much as the promise of public
surveillance as a crime prevention and control tool
is a powerful motivator for those investing in the
technology, it is important to view it in the context
of a larger community policing framework. Public
surveillance alone is not a silver bullet, but simply
another crime control and investigative tool. That
tool should be employed along with other policing
strategies, such as CompStat and communityoriented problem-solving strategies. Further, it is
important for jurisdictions to understand that
surveillance technology is only as good as the
manner in which it is employed. If it is employed
minimally or is not well integrated into other
policing functions, it is unlikely to yield a significant
impact on crime…”
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publicati
on/27551/412402-Using-Public-SurveillanceSystems-for-Crime-Control-and-Prevention-APractical-Guide-for-Law-Enforcement-and-TheirMunicipal-Partners.PDF
CCTV guidance by the UK National Counter
Terrorism Security Office (November 2020)
In the wake of the recent terror attacks in Europe,
the UK National Counter Terrorism Security Office
has published a set of guidelines for police officials
and other security officials who are entrusted with
the responsibility of security of crowded places and
small and medium enterprises (SMEs).
Here are some relevant excerpts in the various
sections of the guidance (see link at the end of
these observations):
Section 2. CCTV guidance and operation
“…CCTV and video surveillance systems play an
important role in the early identification of criminal
or suspicious behaviour, and the investigation of
crime and critical incidents including post-incident
evidence gathering and forensic analysis. Such
systems are also invaluable when investigating
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health and safety concerns and in the event of
public liability claims.
The monitoring or regular reviewing of recorded
images may assist in the identification of suspicious
activity or ‘hostile reconnaissance’. Hostile
reconnaissance refers to the planning phase of a
terrorist attack. In order to identify such activities,
cameras should to be placed in optimum positions
across the site and offer clear images to the viewer.
Should an intrusion or incident be detected, the
CCTV system can then be utilised to monitor and
track the individual(s). Such information would
likely assist both the responding emergency
services and any post-incident investigation…”
Section 6. Incident response
“…Not all crowded places and SMEs will have an
efficient, functioning, well-sited CCTV system with
trained operators proactively looking for suspicious
activity, ready to direct security officers or police.
However:
- If there is an increase in threat level to your
location, business sector, or major event, can staff
be deployed to actively monitor your CCTV system?
- Do you monitor or regularly review your recorded
images to identify suspicious activity on, or adjacent
to your site?
- Do you record and brief staff if you think the
suspicious activity may constitute hostile
reconnaissance, and what procedure do you have
to report that information to the police?
- If you become aware of a suspicious incident, how
quickly can staff monitor and review your CCTV,
whilst staff engage with suspicious people or
item(s) or deal with the incident?...”

Section 7. Training
“…Whilst CCTV, thermal imagers and video analytics
are useful technology, they all rely to some extent,
on the effectiveness of the control room and the
security staff…”
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cro
wded-places-guidance/cctv
National Incident Management System – Federal
Emergency Management Agency – US Department
of Homeland Security (2017)
The National Incident Management System (NIMS)
guides all levels of government, non-governmental
organizations and the private sector to work
together to prevent, protect against, mitigate,
respond to and recover from incidents.
Here is a relevant excerpt from page 54 (see link at
the end of these observations):
“…Incident Reports: Incident reports enhance
situational awareness and help ensure that
personnel have easier access to essential
information. Types of reports that provide essential
information regarding the incident include:
• Situation Reports (SITREP): Reports typically
produced and distributed on a regular and
recurring basis that contain incident details.
SITREPs offer a snapshot of the incident status
during the past operational period and contain
confirmed or verified information regarding the
explicit details (who, what, when, where, and how)
relating to the incident.
• Status Reports: Reports, such as spot reports,
that include vital and/or time-sensitive information
outside regularly scheduled situation reports.
Status reports are typically function-specific and
less formal than SITREPs.
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Standardizing the information contained in incident
notification, situation, and status reports within and
across jurisdictions and organizations facilitates
information processing; however, the
standardization should not prevent the collection or
dissemination of information unique to a reporting
organization. Transmitting data in a common
format enables other jurisdictions and
organizations to anticipate, and rapidly find and act
on, specific incident information.
https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/files/202007/fema_nims_doctrine-2017.pdf
Mumbai Police Order for Private Establishments to
set up CCTVs (November 2020)
The Mumbai police, in November 2020, invoked
provisions of section 144 of the Criminal Procedure
Code to make it mandatory for all private
establishments to install CCTV on their premises in
such a manner that the entire area from the
boundary of the premises is recorded. Some of the
highlights of the above order are enumerated (see
link at the end of these observations):
1. Inform the police in case any suspicious activity is
observed.
2. The number of cameras, quality, direction, and
field of view have to be such, so as to cover an area
of around 50 metres from the location.
3. Ensure that the system is working at all times.
https://www.hindustantimes.com/cities/mumbainews/mumbai-police-extends-deadline-for-privateestablishments-to-install-cctvs-within-two-months101610567604530.html
SOME FACTS AND FIGURES
Crime incidence to security cameras in India (2020
study by UK firm Comparitech)

A crime index typically indicates how much risk
there is of a specific set of crimes in a particular
location. Having a crime index score for each city
helps compare how much risk each city may have
for the same set of crimes. However, the above
study found little correlation between the number
of publicly installed CCTV surveillance cameras and
the level of crime and safety in a city. This means in
some cities there is an unjustified number of CCTV
cameras set up in public spaces to monitor people
with little reason. In its analysis of cities with higher
population with lesser cameras, the study cited
Delhi as an example. The city has 551,500 cameras
for 16,349,831 people i.e. 33.73 cameras per 1,000
people.
Compare this with Hyderabad which has 375,000
cameras for 10,268,653 people i.e., 36.52 cameras
per 1,000 people. However, Delhi’s crime index
score 59.54, is considerably higher than
Hyderabad’s at 43.78.
The above data indicates that despite the
increasing number of cameras, it is evident that
optimal outcomes from CCTV cameras are not
being achieved.
https://www.comparitech.com/vpn-privacy/theworlds-most-surveilled-cities/
Global Terrorism Index 2020 Briefing – Institute of
Economics and Peace
Here are some key findings from the above briefing
(see link at the end of these observations):
1. Although terrorism has fallen in most regions, it
has become more widespread in others. Seven of
the ten countries with the largest increase in
terrorism were in sub-Saharan Africa.
2. Burkina Faso had the largest increase in
terrorism, where deaths increased by 590 per cent
to 593. This was followed by Sri Lanka where
terrorism deaths increased from one in 2018 to 266
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in 2019.
3. North America had the largest regional
percentage increase in its economic impact,
increasing by 44.9 per cent from the previous year,
owing largely to an increase in far-right terrorism.
4. Far-right terrorism has increased substantially in
the West. There was one recorded far-right
terrorist attack in 2010, this had increased to 49 in
2019.
5. In the West, ISIL directed or inspired at least 78
terror attacks between 2014 and 2019, resulting in
471 fatalities.
6. Deaths accounted for over 61 per cent of the
economic impact of terrorism followed by GDP
losses at 35.2%, property destruction at 2.5%, and
injuries at 1.1%.
https://www.visionofhumanity.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/11/GTI-2020-Briefing.pdf
“CCTV IS NOT ENOUGH – WE MAKE IT WORK FOR
YOU”
While it is not being suggested that optimal usage
of video surveillance can cure all issues related to
homeland security, several issues of the following
kind can be addressed by doing just a little 'more'
with respect to making the optimal use of video
surveillance systems:
- Recces/suspicious movements/activities

- Health and safety issues. (especially whether all
due precautions and guidelines are being followed
to curb the spread of COVID-19 like symptom
/temperature screening at entrances and exits,
overcrowding, whether face masks are being used,
and so on).
- Instances of women and child abuse
- Cameras/recorder not working/camera position
changed
So, what is the ‘more’ that needs to be done?
1) AUDIT CCTV VIDEO FOOTAGE DAILY
AS A STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE
‘Auditing’ means 'seeing' what the cameras 'saw'.
CCTV video footage should be audited daily;
several times a day if need be. Depending on the
requirements, auditing of CCTV footage of critical
cameras on a daily basis must become an
SOP. Auditing will help relevant stakeholders to
‘discover’ the 'unknown'. Auditing as an activity
may be manual, it may be post-facto, but it is a very
dedicated and systematic process, which helps
address some of the challenges of live monitoring
(like video blindness, poor attention span,
boredom, bias, fatigue etc.), as well as the
challenges related to alert-based systems (how
often has one faced false alerts, or what is called
the ‘cry-wolf’ effect).

- Patterns of enemy/intruder movement (especially
at borders)

Auditing is like the fourth eye. It is time to open it for
an early warning!

- Insider job/security lapses

Auditing will help discover issues as mentioned
above as well as in identifying and analyzing threats
and hazards (THIRA/HIRA) of various kinds.
Auditing CCTV video footage will also be extremely
helpful in waste reduction and following the 5S
philosophy, i.e., sort, set, shine, standardize and
sustain (all part of Six Sigma practices).

- Unauthorized/unlawful activities/visitors
- Accidents/Causes of potential accidents
- Loss/theft of various kinds
- Unclaimed/unattended objects
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Auditing may also be seen as a debriefing activity,
where the idea is to evaluate the conduct of the
personnel of an organization, through the minute
analysis (against a defined set of rules) of video that
would have recorded their activities. Moreover, in
case of an accident /incident, relevant authorities
can analyze CCTV video footage to determine
whether implementing or improving existing
policies, procedures, and processes could help
reduce the potential for future occurrences.

Thus, in this manner, documenting audit findings
/incidents in a standardized template greatly helps
the relevant authorities to carry out incident
investigation and analysis in order to find out the
root cause (RCA) of such incidents and prevent the
recurrence of the same in the future.

Further, the concerned officials should be trained
to become ‘CCTV video footage auditors’.
With respect to the auditing activity itself, it would
be advisable to designate the audit team to carry
out the same in shifts. Additionally, it would be
recommended to rotate the audit teams from time
to time in order to avoid the possibility of
complacency and over-familiarization. Also, with
daily auditing of CCTV video footage as a standard
operating procedure, one can quickly identify
incidents as well as determine their immediate
causes, their underlying causes, and lastly the root
cause which led to the incident.

Again, based on historical data of such audit
findings/incidents, 'patterns' should be obtainable
which would deliver information like what kind of
incidents are taking place, on what days, what time,
what location and so on. Based on such data,
relevant authorities can take better informed
corrective and preventive action.

Lastly, continuous auditing as a standard operating
procedure validates a notable feature of business
improvement (Kaizen), which is that "big results
come from many small changes accumulated over
time". Again, this complements the principles of
TQM (total quality management) which essentially
deals with the continuous improvement of
capabilities, people, processes, and technology
thereby leading to continuously improving results.
From the above explanations, it can be surmised
that daily auditing of CCTV footage will deliver far
more ROI leading to maintaining brand promise.

Further, instead of identifying just a single incident,
all related incidents can be brought to fore, thereby
reducing the likelihood of future loss.

This would greatly complement the incident and/or
accident reporting initiatives that are followed in
various organizations across the world.
Imagine if all organizations reported the above
incidents in a standardized template.
The respective authority would be able to derive
business intelligence from this humungous amount
of data which will reveal what kind of incidents are
occurring in which organization at what time, which
location etc., thereby enabling concerned
stakeholders to take corrective and preventive
measures based on historical data.

2) DOCUMENT AUDIT FINDINGS/INCIDENTS
Audit findings/incidents should be documented in a
standardized template, whether or not the findings
/incidents are covered by video surveillance.
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SAMPLE STANDARDIZED TEMPLATE FOR AN AUDIT FINDING/INCIDENT REPORT
(CAN BE CUSTOMIZED)
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SAMPLE MIS REPORT OBTAINED FROM AUDIT FINDINGS/INCIDENT REPORTS

Incident Count
Health and Safety Issues
Negligence
Housekeeping Issues
Unauthorized visitors/activities
Security lapses
Potential Threats/Hazards
Thefts

Above data is for illustrative purposes only

'ECG' - SAMPLE MIS REPORT OBTAINED FROM TAGS

Above data is for illustrative purposes only

Reports can be generated from exceptions that are discovered, and tagged during an auditing
activity. These reports demonstrate the 'health' of things around, allowing stakeholders to take
corrective and preventive action.
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3) DISPLAY DYNAMIC INFORMATION AT
RELEVANT PLACES
Document and display details of information that is
dynamic in nature (see examples below) in relevant
areas of an organization. Use a standardized
template as suggested below.
1. List of officials on duty.
2. List of authorized security personnel deployed at
the organization.
3. List of suspected terrorists or offenders to
'look-out for' (which includes their photos, names,
and other details).
SAMPLE GUARD LIST

Again, there is no ‘standard’ as to the duration of
the backup. Some organizations choose to store the
video for one month while some have a mandate to
store for several years. When one needs to refer to
video beyond these periods, or, finding the relevant
video clip from a backup of just one month of video
from hundreds of cameras, it will be an absolute
needle and haystack story. Hence, it is suggested
that data that is relevant to any audit finding
/incident, must be catalogued, tagged, and stored
as part of an easily searchable institutional library.
This data can be used by relevant authorities to
determine if any work policies /practices need to be
modified. Besides, it can be used for training the
workforce to reduce the likelihood of similar issues
in the future.
5) USE A POWERFUL NEW SIGNAGE
See sample on the next page.
Add or change the CCTV Signage to:
"WE CHECK CCTV VIDEO FOOTAGE EVERYDAY".
One size, one color, one powerful message.
Across the nation.
DE-CENTRALIZED SURVEILLANCE + CENTRALIZED
SURVEILLANCE = OPTIMAL RESULTS

Above data is for illustrative purposes
only

4) ENSURE DISASTER RECOVERY OF CCTV VIDEO
FOOTAGE – LIKE A ‘BLACKBOX’
CCTV video footage must be stored at multiple
locations in order to ensure that even if the
recorder is stolen, destroyed or tampered with, the
data is never lost. Further, any backed-up data
must easily be searchable and retrievable; else, it is
going to be a nightmare finding the relevant video.

Institutions having multiple locations, generally
struggle with centralized video surveillance.
Centralized video surveillance entails the streaming
of live video feeds from multiple locations to a
central location and setting up a team to monitor
the same.
However, centralized surveillance has several
challenges: some of them being the huge amount
of infrastructure cost, internet bandwidth, video
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blindness/poor attention span/operator bias/poor
situational awareness and so on. Research indicates
that CCTV operators who watch live CCTV video
feeds tend to become 45% video blind in 12
minutes or so, and up to 90% video blind in 22
minutes or so, i.e., they are unable to gauge ‘what’s
happening’.
From the above, it can be surmised that in order to
achieve optimal results, de-centralized surveillance
at each location is also needed along with (if at all)
centralized surveillance. Further, an added
advantage of de-centralized surveillance is higher
accountability at each location, and far more
chances of discovering exceptions due to better
situational awareness.
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A POWERFUL NEW STANDARDIZED CCTV SIGNAGE
IS THE NEED OF THE HOUR ACROSS A NATION
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THE VALIDATION - ORDER ISSUED BY THE COLLECTOR OF RAIPUR,
CHHATTISGARH STATE (INDIA) – DECEMBER 2017
Seemingly based on the above recommendations, the collector (district magistrate) of Raipur in the
Indian state of Chhattisgarh, issued an order, which is reproduced below.
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/raipur/cctv-cameras-monitoring-at-schools-mustcollector/articleshow/62293213.cms

The order directed all schools in Raipur to:
1. Audit CCTV footage on a daily basis as a standard operating procedure.
2. Document the details of the audit findings.
3. Ensure that there is a disaster recovery mechanism in place.
Note: While the above order relates to schools, the philosophy remains the same for all verticals.
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THE SOLUTION - ‘COM-SUR’ – THE WORLD’S ONLY
CCTV VIDEO FOOTAGE AUDITING, SMART BACKUP,
AND STANDARDIZED INTELLIGENT INCIDENT
REPORTING SOFTWARE – THE MISSING PIECE OF
CCTV
CCTV is not enough. It must not remain as 'fit and
forget'. That is why we built COM-SUR - the world’s
only CCTV video footage auditing, smart backup, and
standardized intelligent incident reporting software;
the answer to the three missing pieces of CCTV;
a force multiplier, a complete workflow.
The dedicated use of COM-SUR helps cameras to
deliver on their promises.

agnostic).
COM-SUR helps people to 'unlock' the information
that remains 'hidden' in the footage, leading to:
1. Improvement of homeland security, prevention of
crime, fraud, and loss, and faster solving of crime.
2. Threat and Hazard risk identification/mitigation,
improvement of ops. efficiency, processes, business
continuity, root cause analysis, good manufacturing
practices, and total quality management efforts.
3. Improvement of employee performance,
customer satisfaction and sales.

The problem of CCTV lies in the first letter itself.
C = Closed. That is the fact. The information is all
closed within the footage. COM-SUR is the tool that
helps to open it up, without any loss of privacy!

4. Enhancement of compliance (including
compliance of environment, social, and
governance issues) and health and safety matters.

COM-SUR enables people to:

5. Huge reduction of data size and inexpensive
disaster recovery mechanisms.

1) ‘Audit' 24 hours of their own CCTV video footage
in minutes.
2) Hugely reduces data size, saves and searches
relevant data for future use (institutional library),
and offers a cost-effective disaster recovery
mechanism (seamless integration with OneDrive,
Google Drive, Dropbox etc.). To know more about
how COM-SUR reduces the data size, click the link
below to download a special paper on this topic.
http://www.comsur.biz/CCTV_Video_Data_Size_Red
uction_-_The_COM-SUR_Way__Template_no._3.15.pdf
3) Create standardized intelligent reports in
PowerPoint /Word/PDF and delivers business
intelligence (data analytics) from them.
COM-SUR does the hard work for people, including
ease of sharing (Skype, E-mail etc.); all this with
existing cameras /VMS/analytics (brand/type

6. Ease of investigation, forensics, debriefing, and
gaining situational awareness and actionable
intelligence efficiently.
7. Standardizing reporting and gaining business
intelligence.
8. Immediate and regular corrective and preventive
action, resulting in continuous improvement
(think Kaizen).
COM-SUR empowers people to gain new jobs of
CCTV video footage auditors, and to start new
businesses of auditing video footage. This will lead
to 'waking up' the millions of 'eyes' that are
currently in 'sleep mode'. CCTV, body-worn
cameras, drones, etc. capture enormous amounts
of rich visual information. Only auditing of video
footage as an SOP will help people gain actionable
intelligence, also in areas that are beyond crime,
including agriculture, climate, forests, among others.
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COM-SUR – THE FORCE MULTIPLIER
We want people to think of COM-SUR as a tool,
an enabler, a force-multiplier when it comes to
working with CCTV cameras. COM-SUR empowers
people to do things related to surveillance video
easily, efficiently, and in a standardized manner.
COM-SUR can be compared to MS Office.
Office makes it possible for people to write
documents, create presentations, emails and so on;
but it ends there. While Office makes the activity
possible, it cannot think or imagine what needs
to be written in a document, presentation, or an
email. People have to do this themselves.
Another case in point is the smart phone, which
people use to shoot hundreds of photos. Think of
the first thing that everyone does once photos are
shot; people swipe their screens to see the results.
If there are 100 photos, people will swipe 100 times
to 'see' which photos are good, which are bad,
which can be shared, and which need to be deleted.
While the smart phone can make it easy to swipe
and review/analyze/audit the photos, it cannot
decide the next action for the user. This has to be
done by the user himself/herself. In conclusion,
besides the fact that in order to achieve optimal
results, expectations from any technology must be
in order, it is our opinion that complex problems do
not need complex solutions. Technology must assist
in performing the tasks in an easier and
standardized way, leading to better decision making,
which is what COM-SUR does unparallelly.
Homeland security enhanced through crowd sourced
surveillance and community policing
COM-SUR encourages users of CCTV to audit their
own CCTV video footage as a standard operating

procedure. Regular auditing of CCTV by the public
means that the police/LEA have more 'eyes' working
for them. This enables the police/LEA in identifying
potential threats and dangerous situations before
they can occur. Also, in case of a crime, if a
standardized incident report is delivered to the
police/LEA by the affected party in PowerPoint
carrying the entire story (what, where, when, why,
who, how, and the video clip), crime would get
solved faster.
FREE HOME VERSION
Because we are so convinced that ‘COM-SUR’ will
bring exceptional value to all users of CCTV
world-over, we have decided to offer COM-SUR
(Home version) for free@ to all home users for use
in/for non-commercial activities. This will be of great
help for users at homes or housing complexes who
need to monitor their children/the elderly.
Generally, most homes and residential buildings
have about 4 to 16 cameras each, which can be
easily managed by a single license of COM-SUR
HOME.
Governments may take advantage of the above,
and encourage all users to audit their own CCTV
footage. Incentives may be offered to citizens in the
form of tax-breaks to do so.
@ Conditions apply.
VIDEO INVESTIGATION BY THE AUDIT TEAMS OF AN
ORGANIZATION
Thank you for reading the document so far. If you
would like to know more about how COM-SUR can
benefit your internal/external audit teams, please
click the link below to download a special paper on
this topic.
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http://www.comsur.biz/Whitepaper__Surveillance_Video_Investigation_by_Auditors__made_easy_by_COM-SUR__Template_no._5.16.pdf
SOME RECENT REPORTED INCIDENTS IN THE PUBLIC
DOMAIN RELATED TO HOMELAND SECURITY IN
INDIA AND ACROSS THE GLOBE
If you would like to know more recent incidents that
relate to homeland security in India and across the
globe, please write to us at incidents@comsur.biz.
OUR SOCIETAL PURPOSE
Because we are so convinced that ‘COM-SUR’ will
bring exceptional value to all users of CCTV
world-over, we have decided to offer COM-SUR
(Business version) for free* to:
1) All places of Worship world-over (think of the
multiple terror attacks at places of Worship across
the world).
2) All low-budget government Schools world-over
(think of the School shoot-outs, to abuse of various
kinds across the world).
3) All Zoos world-over (think about Animal cruelty,
theft, and so on across the world).

OUR NATIONAL SERVICE
Because we are so convinced that ‘COM-SUR’ will
bring exceptional value to the police, paramilitary,
and defence forces of India, we have decided to
offer COM-SUR’s highest version for free* to them
as our National Service.
* Software comes for free. Installation and
commissioning, training, support, consulting etc.
is to be carried out by relevant COM-SUR certified
system integrators, which would be a chargeable
activity by them. Besides, a small administration fee
to issue the license will apply per install. Additional
details are available on request.
CONCLUSION
“You see, but you do not observe” is a quote by
Sherlock Holmes in A Scandal in Bohemia (1891,
written by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle). COM-SUR makes
'observation’ far effortless and effectual leading to
superior results.
"Cameras don't lie" - but how will you know unless
you 'see' what the cameras 'saw'?
Make CCTV work for you; the COM-SUR WAY!
Audit CCTV - why suffer?
Get award-winning COM-SUR. Don't wait
for things to go wrong!
TWO CRISP VIDEOS
How does COM-SUR do what it does
https://www.comsur.biz/working.html
Why we built COM-SUR
https://www.comsur.biz/overview.html
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